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The Commons
• For the last several decades the commons has been the topic of much conversation, research

•
•
•
•
•

and speculation regarding whether it foreshadows the next global order. Increasing suffering
and complaining about collective resources being privatized and enclosed such that more
people cannot afford the cost of access.
Social theorist and activist Jeremy Rifkin’s 2014 book The Zero Marginal Cost Society.
David Bollier and Silke Helfrich – how to create a commons-centric society
Michel Bauwens – peer-to-peer to a commons-centric society
Autonomists Masimo de Angelis, Silviu Frederici, Peter Linebaugh –how to create a
commons-centric society
Michael Hardt’s & Antonio Negri’s Commonwealth took a more radical perspective.

Search for the Meaning of the Commons
• For decades scholars and activists have struggled to find a universal definition of the
commons.

• Latin root word, communis is derived from com, meaning “together” and munis, meaning

“under obligation” and from com, meaning “and” and unis, meaning “one.” Commun derives
from munis, which means “gift” and “duty” - obligation and recognition.

• “Commons” inextricably related to the term community - a group or to all humankind, a place
where the public meets, or to a shared resource. Derived from the Latin root communis, term
community generally refers to a group having direct, even intimate relationships in contrast to
terms such as society or state, where relationships are organized and instrumental.

• Concept progressed from referring to resource or commonwealth itself to focusing on the
community and the governance approach as distinguished from state and private sector.

Examples of Commons

• The village of Torbel in the Swiss Alps has communally managed the village’s grazing land and forests since the
15th Century.

• The communal Spanish huerta system of irrigation has lasted for over a thousand years.
• The Bisse de Saviesse in the canton of Valais, Switzerland is a communal irrigation system in the Swiss mountains
that collects melting water directly from glaciers and takes it into villages and farms.

• Main lobster fishermen’s commons.
• The hackerspace, FabLab, and Maker movements are pioneering spaces to develop collaborative innovations in
software, customized fabrication, and open

• Software such as the Linux open-source operating system has created a global commons of users who access Linux
for free.

• Peer-to-peer and open-source production of houses, automobiles, 3D printers, and many other products

• Openly sourced and distributed knowledge such as through Wikipedia and available as through Creative Commons
licenses and open-sourced media products.

Commons as a Social
System
social systems comprised of selforganized communities of
commoners who create and/or use
and/or protect and/or share
natural, human-made, or abstract
commonwealth governed and
sustained by the practice of
commoning which infuses the
community with distinctive values,
processes, and actions that differ
from those of the state and private
sector.

Values of the Commons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relational Ontology: Humans are cooperative not individualistic by nature
Relationship also with the more-than-human
Care and Obligation to others and the more-than-human foundational
Communal Welfare and Sharing overall concern
Autonomy: control over basic needs and one’s life
Desire to create a life that matters

Ecocentric rather than egocentric consciousness
Values of open systems

Leadership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oriented toward co-creating a more positive future

Must incorporate the values of the commons
Must be able to “see” complexities
Must have broad view of human and non-human world

Must have complex adaptive whole systems view
Must encourage positive change for all of humanity
Need to look at nature as inspiration for leadership

Organization of the Book
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Leadership on the Commons
Care and Debt as Foundational to the Commons
Part I: Fundamentals of Required Paradigm Shift
Part II: Leadership on the Commons Lifecycle

Part III: Leadership on Particular Types of Commons

New Leadership Requirements
• Kathleen Allen: Need a new “Whole Systems Worldview” and a Regenerative Process
mirrored on nature and a long-term perspective.

• Adaptive not a control perspective. Seek mutualistic relationships with the environment.
• Regenerative systems focus on whole system, have more vitality, use less energy, are fully
integrated with nature and its design principles, and assume a living systems framework.

• Regenerative systems adapt to changing conditions and their ability to continually learn and
adapt makes them highly resilient, characterized by self-organization, diversity, trust,
inclusion, and cooperation.

• Core purpose in regenerative leadership is to reset economy, education systems, political
system, and create a world that is designed as a regenerative system.

New Leadership Aims
• Elizabeth Castillo: leadership has sought homeostasis—creating stability at a moment in time
by maintaining operational variables to stay within pre-established parameters via regulatory
control.

• To ensure adaptive capacity need allostasis - maintaining stability through dynamic changestaying in tune with the dynamism through relational orientation, enabling the marble, bowl,
and motion to remain coupled in reliable harmony over time.

• Commons leadership is a way to achieve this dynamic stability.
• Through a bioinspired systems perspective, commons leadership recharacterizes
relationships, power, and resources.

Bioinspired Systems Perspective: Relations
• Relations embedded in an interconnected system that goes far beyond solely human relations through a

complexity of interdependent subsystems. Leadership catalyzes the flow of energy, information, and matter
creating stabilizing connectivity and coherence.

• Relational process architecture promotes learning, adaptation, and dynamic coupling with the operating

environment over time, fosters self-organization, and enables order to emerge spontaneously from individual
actions rather than being imposed.

• Mutalism: both organisms benefit, while creating larger systemic benefits. Leaders play this role.
• In human systems, leaders create similar multi-level synergies that benefit both participants, their
organizations, and communities

• To prevent this loss of coupling and preserve information flows, commons leadership embraces a more

expansive concept of power, such as shifting from notions of power over to power to (Allen 2018; Nye, 2019;
Noddings, 1999). Rather than trying to control other actors, organizations, and the environment through
power over, commons leadership develops capabilities and agency of system participants to preserve openness
and exchange with the external environment.

Bioinspired Systems Perspective: Power
• Commons leadership embraces power to rather than power over.
• Develops capabilities and agency of system participants to preserve
openness and exchange with the external environment.

• Empowering, catalytic approach enhances adaptive capacity by expanding
degrees of freedom to act increasing number of options for action.

• Creates resonance, “. . . a general principle for governing self-organized
processes”

Bioinspired Systems Perspective: Resources
• Commons leadership recognizes many types of resources: natural capital (e.g., ecosystem services),
social, reputational, intellectual, cultural, and political capital as well as resources controlled by others
or that emerge as collective properties, such as public infrastructure, social cohesion, and rule of law.

• Commons leadership intentionally develops these diverse resources to strengthen capacity at multiple
levels (individual, organizational, networks, community, global) through frameworks such as
community capitals integrated reporting, and the multicapital scorecard.

• Provide systematic approaches for understanding tangible and intangible resources leaders can develop
and deploy to create value for stakeholders and society.

• Make visible the regenerative and recirculating properties of resource flows across multiple levels,
similar to energy transfers across trophic levels in ecological food webs.

Commons Leadership in Practice:
Systems of Systems
• How best can independent operating systems be coordinated to achieve a common goal through a
metasystem?

• System of Systems creates a “supersystem” that can produce greater performance optimization and
reliability than could be attained simply by combining individual capacities from the constituent
organizations.

• Provides the structural and process architecture through which both certainty and uncertainty can be
leveraged as strengths.

• Provides dynamic stability through strategic design of the metasystem’s architecture, relationships, and

environment shaping, reconciles disparate interests to achieve a collective goal, creates
interconnections through bridging, focuses on processes, encourages relationships as resources, creates
options, and influences in addition to adapting to the environment.

Benevolent Leadership as Regenerative
Leadership for Ethical Principles
• Emphasizes qualities and behaviors contributing to the common good.
• Achored by four key processes: (1) ethical sensitivity, (2) spiritual depth (3)
positive engagement; and (4) community responsiveness, where the leader
and members of the organization together solve social problems…enabling
social innovation to contribute to society.

• Leads conscious conversations to derive ethics of the community.

Corporate-Commons Hybrid:
Kathleen Curran
• Founded on broad human and non-human relational ontology – shift in perspective from
egocentric to ecocentric and responsible leadership.

• Combines engine of corporations with concerns of commons for the wellbeing of all.
• Ecocentric Model of “what matters” Relational, Responsible, and Intentional with the
ecocentric identity and spirit found in the intersection of these.

• Leadership that equitably includes, inspires, engages, and facilitates change for the good of
all stakeholders, human and non-human, not just shareholders, for the prosperity of the
planet.

• Example of Patagonia

Leading so all can thrive through mutualistic commons leadership is a way to
effectively expand developmental capabilities of the system, its actors, and its
embedded subsystems. This dynamic approach to stability expands collective
potential for peace, prosperity, and progress. - Elizabeth Castillo
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